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R u t h O ’ B r i e n

Other Voices at the Workplace: Gender, Disability, and an

Alternative Ethic of Care

I n 1990, Congress and the president passed a law—the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA)—with revolutionary employment provisions. By
making workplace accommodations mandatory, the ADA’s employ-

ment provisions make employers take into account the ongoing needs of
their workers with traditional and nontraditional disabilities alike. Defining
a disability by virtue of what a person cannot do rather than in terms of
a specific medical condition or disease, the ADA transforms disability into
a nonessential, ever evolving, socially constructed category. Since most
people will have a physical or mental condition, like cancer, high blood
pressure, or pregnancy, over the course of their lifetime, it is also universal.
Disability is a far-reaching and open-ended category.

Given the breadth of the definition, the ADA’s employment provisions
undermine one of the basic tenets of capitalism. Business rationality in
the United States generally dictates that employers use profits, not human
need, to determine who receives better work conditions. By contrast, the
ADA’s employment provisions take into account human need. They have
the potential to humanize the face of capitalism by altering this type of
business rationality. No other provisions within labor law or civil rights
law compel employers to pay heed to the individuality of their employees.

Mandating that employers address workers’ needs alters the logic un-
derlying American business rationality, but not just because of the par-
ticular accommodations that those workers receive. As workers with dis-
abilities engage with their employers in what the ADA calls an “interactive
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process,” reasonable accommodations requests undermine managerial pre-
rogative power (Americans with Disabilities Act 1990c; Zivkovic v. South-
ern California Edison Co. 2002, 1088). The interactive process provides
that, to determine accommodations, workers negotiate about what are
the essential and nonessential tasks of a position, thereby challenging what
their employers (and employees without disabilities) perceive as a “nor-
mal” workplace. When disabled employees scrutinize a position’s duties,
moreover, they gain insight about workplace rules and regulations. Re-
quests for accommodations help disabled people understand the logic
behind the operations of an entire workplace, something that employers
prefer to keep ambiguous.

What is more, nothing prevents disabled employees from sharing this
perspective with others. Accommodating one person could well set a prec-
edent for another. Recognizing the physical or mental individuality of a
person does not mean, however, that accommodations must be con-
structed for each individual. For example, the scanner, designed for some-
one with severe vision problems, need not be invented and reinvented for
everyone who cannot see. Hence, the ADA’s employment provisions could
help employees bridge the classic divide between individual rights and
collective action. While unions sometimes work for the collective good at
the expense of the individual, requests for accommodations further the
individual and the collective good.

Finally, tying human needs to accommodations individualizes the work-
place and challenges what Max Weber (1947) described as the force of
rationalization in modernity. In the twentieth century, the labor process
became increasingly formalized and standardized. Time-motion studies,
initiated by scientific management during mass industrialism in the early
twentieth century, affected more employees under Fordism during post-
industrialism after World War II and now affect even more employees with
neo-Fordism operating within global capitalism. Whether it is on the as-
sembly line, at a chain restaurant that sells hamburgers, or at an office
providing a service like insurance, employers have created more and more
precise rules and regulations that govern the work performance of the
self-disciplined “standardized” body. Yet if employers accommodate their
employees, taking into account the idiosyncratic nature of their minds
and bodies, they will undercut the standardization of the workplace (Pre-
chel 2002).1

1 Scientific management, founded by Frederick Winslow Taylor, was the first management
technique to identify discrete manufacturing activities and reunify them into an integrated
production system. After World War II, Fordism replaced Taylorism, continuing the trend
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The radical potential of the ADA

While the revolutionary character of the ADA’s employment provisions
was little noticed during the legislative debate, the federal courts saw it
immediately. The courts observed that these provisions undermined the
discretionary power of an employer’s right to manage. Between 1992 and
1998 almost 94 percent of all litigation was decided in favor of employers
(Colker 1999). In many rulings the federal courts emphasized how the
employment provisions unnecessarily interfered with managerial prerog-
ative power (O’Brien 2001a). Then, in 1999, the Supreme Court handed
down three rulings that upheld and extended the lower federal court
decisions, curbing the ADA’s capacity to transform the workplace (Al-
bertsons v. Kirkingburg 1999; Vaughn L. Murphy v. United Parcel Service
1999; Karen Sutton and Kimberly Hinton v. United Air Lines 1999).
These federal courts did so, however, not by disturbing the logic or the
workings of the interactive process but by ensuring that few people fell
under the ADA’s jurisdiction. In 2002, the Supreme Court rendered three
more decisions that limited the scope of the employment provisions (Chev-
ron U.S.A. v. Echazabal 2002; Toyota v. Williams 2002; U.S. Airways v.
Barnett 2002).

So what is the point of studying a revolutionary law that is yet extremely
ineffectual, a law that is itself largely unavailable to people with disabilities?
First, the ADA’s potential to make employers take into account the in-
dividuality of their employees suggests that a feminist theory—an ethic
of care—could center on the workplace. The ADA’s employment provi-
sions interject a dynamic concept of need into the workplace. These pro-
visions turn employers into “caregivers,” albeit unwilling ones, as they
negotiate with employees about reasonable accommodations. Moreover,
as employers are obliged to maintain negotiations that acknowledge the
organic character of the mind and body, this care is ongoing given the
changing and potentially perpetual nature of disability (Americans with
Disabilities Act 1990d).2

Second, if Congress amends the ADA, making it less vulnerable to the
discretion of the conservative federal judiciary, the definition of a disability
could be universalized, offering women a strategy to feminize the work-

of centralizing control by transferring workers’ knowledge to managers, incorporating work-
ers’ “know-how” into production machinery, and creating “taller managerial hierarchies”
(Prechel 2002). Neo-Fordism, which emerged with the beginnings of global production in
the mid-1980s, further extends Taylorism’s emphasis on centralized control by computerizing
information flows.

2 The reference to the mind should not be confused with spirituality. It refers to physical
changes in the mind such as those caused by mental illness.
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place. In many places of employment, pregnancy is already treated like an
illness or a short-term disability, allowing women to take leave with pay.
This leave policy, however, does not alter the workplace culture. Nor does
it allay many women’s concerns about having pregnancy labeled a sickness
or disability. By contrast, an expansive definition of disability—one that
recognizes the organic nature of the human mind and body—emphasizes
our corporeal natures, includes most women (and many men), and offers
them a means of pursuing justice in the workplace. Under the ADA, many
employees could negotiate about work conditions based on concrete con-
siderations of human needs. A broad conception of a disability would help
minimize both the stigma and the bias that people with traditional dis-
abilities face.

Finally, studying the ADA sheds new light on the limitations of both
civil rights law and labor law. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act (1964)
does not get at the heart of employment discrimination. That is, it gives
women no mechanism like the ADA’s interactive process that could
change the male-dominated workplace culture. And while the National
Labor Relations Act (1935), which is based on the majority-rule principle,
offers workers the ability to fight for better work conditions with collective
bargaining, this legislation has failed to foster difference in the workplace.
Organized labor has often been unfriendly to feminism (Crain and Math-
eny 1999).

If able-bodied workers could overcome either misconceptions they have
about disability or the resentment they harbor against employees who
receive accommodations, they could join forces with the disabled. To
better realize the full capacity of the ADA’s employment provisions, a
more universal notion of the organic mind and body or “animality” should
be substituted for the concept of disability.3 Animality underscores that

3 I use the term animality for two reasons. First, it captures the connection between the
body and Michel Foucault’s notion of biopower and resistance (1980). Biopower is a term
that describes the subjugation of people through the control of the body and the control
of the species. Yet it also means that people can seek liberation with Foucault’s idea of
resistance. To liberate someone, Foucault argued, political struggle is essential. But one does
not struggle against power to achieve justice, a term bogged down by a universal notion of
truth, but rather to take power or to exercise counterpower. Resistance relies on strategic
knowledge and represents Foucault’s ideas of revolutionary action. Animality best describes
how the disabled can become agents of resistance if we universalize our notions of disability.
Second, Carol Gilligan’s work (1982) differentiates between an ethic of justice or rights and
an ethic of care; it puts emotionality on par with rationality—but it neglects our animality.
Humans are not merely sentient automatons. Rather than purely mechanical creatures de-
signed to optimize intellectual creativity and emotion, Homo sapiens is an animal species.
Our bodies affect our existence and thus how we think and feel. Most theorists and social
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Homo sapiens—the human being—is made up of flesh and blood and
that needs can be derived from our minds and bodies. Armed with this
notion of animality, an entire workforce could use the employment pro-
visions of the ADA to gain concessions that civil rights and labor laws
have failed to provide under the limited U.S. welfare state.

Myths of autonomy and an ethic of care

While the ADA may be the first law with employment provisions that
could embody an ethic of care, feminist theorists and disability studies
experts have long shared the concern that legislation based on either equal
treatment or special protection is flawed. On the one hand, antidiscri-
mination laws premised on the equal treatment approach strive to treat
women the same as men, regarding disabled people as no different than
“normal” people. This approach overlooks the problem that the very
standard from which rights are derived—men or able-bodied people—is
inherently biased. On the other hand, legislation that gives women and
disabled people special protection is bogged down by a different set of
problems. Protective legislation accentuates difference, which separates
women, people of color, and people with disabilities from the mainstream.

Some feminist legal theorists, such as Catharine MacKinnon (1983),
Robin West (1997), and Judith Baer (1999), have tried to solve this
dilemma by calling into question the constitutional foundation underlying
the equal treatment and special protection approaches to antidiscrimi-
nation legislation.4 To them, the equal protection clause of the Consti-
tution has helped men more than women. They offer a critique of liberal
constitutionalism and new notions of constitutionalism. MacKinnon’s the-
ory of difference, West’s conception of progressive constitutionalism, and
Baer’s notion of feminist postliberalism each expanded on an ethic of care
that Carol Gilligan first introduced in In a Different Voice (1982). In that
book, Gilligan differentiated between an ethic of justice or rights and an
ethic of care. The former depends on contractual relationships between
autonomous individuals, whereas the latter is based on the moral reasoning

scientists ignore the role human animality plays because they identify people’s mental and
physical conditions with restrictions. If someone has x, then she or he cannot do y. Theories
of human thought and action usually focus on abstract potential while overlooking lim-
itations. By contrast, the term animality is used not to convey an individual’s limitations
but rather her or his capabilities.

4 For other work on an ethic of care from a legal perspective, see Bender 1990 and
Fineman 1995.
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of women that is grounded in providing care, preventing harm, and main-
taining relationships (Kroeger-Mappes 1994, 108).

While scholars in a wide range of fields seized on Gilligan’s notion of
an ethic of care, her work was criticized for being essentialist (Fuss 1989).5

That is, Gilligan argued that moral reasoning was based on a perspective
that only women possessed. Many feminists balked at this part of Gilligan’s
argument, suggesting that she was privileging women. Some, like Sara
Ruddick (1989), drew a clear distinction between sex and gender. Al-
though more women care for small children, it is their gendered experience
rather than their nature, Ruddick submits, that gives them insight about
oppression and the capacity to follow an ethic of care. Because gender
traits are learned behaviors, she argued, both women and men could live
under an ethic of care.

Social constructionists carried this distinction between sex and gender
further, discarding the idea that men or women can be identified by their
inherent natures. Sheila Greeve Davaney, for instance, criticized white
feminists for implying that “there is a perspective from which we can
perceive the way things really are” (1987, 42). Women, she argues, have
no special essence or nature that gives them insight into the realm of
emotions. Instead, she says, all experience “is a social product and hence
is relative, ambiguous, and challengeable” (46).

While an ethic of care manifests itself differently depending on a the-
orist’s position on essentialism, there are four interrelated principles shared
by most theorists. The first is that all relationships are political (Hirsch-
mann 1996, 58). Human agency involves a notion of the self that is deeply
situated in relationships. Theorists developing an ethic of care criticize
what Martha Fineman (1999) calls “the myth of independence.”

Second, an ethic of care makes no distinction between the public and
private spheres. Having so long neglected the private sphere, political
theorists and philosophers, feminist theorists insist, take into account only
relationships between equals that emphasize rights. Relationships between
unequals are ignored. But by neglecting them, mainstream theorists have
overlooked how care and nurturing affect civil society. Children, for in-
stance, may have no right to the love of a parent, yet this love is considered
vital in a civil society. An ethic of care also assumes that care, such as that
given by a parent, is benevolent (Koehn 1998, 6).

Third, given its concern for the vulnerable, an ethic of care underscores
the value of difference. Wary of rights and duties, this ethic questions

5 Gilligan herself challenges the essentialist reading of her book. See Nussbaum 1992
and Tronto 1993, 82–85, for a good overview of this debate.
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deductive reasoning. A set of logically consistent principles cannot lead
to maxims of action that will be appropriate for everyone. One size does
not fit all. If everyone is alike, in other words, how can we all be distinctive
individuals? A theory of difference, feminist theorists claim, should not
explain away difference by describing who should be characterized as a
typical or normal community member.

Finally, an ethic of care is discursive. Steering clear of universals that
claim an impartial point of view, it emphasizes the significance of talking
with particular people who have their own specific histories. “The only
level that really matters,” according to Davaney, is “the level of concrete
and practical consequences” (1987, 47). A caring world, feminists con-
tend, can be born out of acts of caring. Hence, an ethic of care can be
portrayed as a normative plan of action.

In addition to these four attributes, most work on an ethic of care faces
one inherent problem. This problem stems from the positive notion of
liberty it promotes. Negative liberty, the absence of external restraint, is
rights oriented and based on the individual. People remain forever un-
connected and separate from one another (Berlin 2002). Each person is
autonomous. The concept of negative liberty recognizes a dichotomy
between internal and external constraints, whereas positive liberty does
not. As Erich Fromm described it, negative liberty embodies the idea of
being free from external constraints, while positive liberty is best char-
acterized as the freedom to do something unhindered by one’s internal
constraints. Positive liberty focuses on internal barriers that inhibit free-
dom, such as addictions, fears, and compulsions. One must have the will
to be free (Fromm 1994, 31–36).

Eliminating such external constraints as negative liberty does not pen-
etrate the state and society as deeply as positive liberty does. One of the
great ironies about individualism is that pursuing freedom from external
constraints accentuates the similarities rather than the differences among
people. It suggests, for example, that women are trying to act like white
men. Men set norms and standards. Lifting the barriers so that women
can enter the workplace does not mean that they will feminize it, changing
its culture.

By contrast, alleviating internal barriers or constraints is more invasive.
How can a woman be free in a male-dominated workplace that perpetuates
masculine norms and values that individuals must embrace and even in-
ternalize to guarantee their success? The problem associated with positive
liberty is that it depends on what Nancy Hirschmann describes as a Rous-
seauian trap or “second-guessing” (1996, 49, 63). Who determines the
appropriate balance of male and female values that govern the workplace?
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Daryl Koehn casts a different light on this dilemma about second-
guessing. She insists that a dialogue should exist between the caregiver
and the care receiver. To her, the positive notion of liberty is easily ma-
nipulated (1998, 15). “Conversation,” by contrast, “requires that one or
more of the parties to the spoken exchange is persuadable by what is said
in the exchange. In order for persuasion to be a possibility,” Koehn argues,
“participants must commit to certain principles, principles that are not
derived transcendentally but that are articulated and consented to in the
course of conversation itself” (1998, 16).

A different standard or a standard of difference?

What about the individuals who neither need nor give care? Answering
these questions, Hirschmann (1996) and Zillah Eisenstein (1988) offer
a way out of the dilemma about second-guessing. To them, an ethic of
care or relational justice should cast aside the positive notion of liberty
and rely on a negative one. Then it must change the fundamental standard
for assessing equality. In this way, the standard itself would no longer
promote sameness as Isaiah Berlin’s (2002) notion of negative liberty does.

Eisenstein, for instance, argues that the pregnant woman should rep-
resent the standard for equal treatment in the workplace, potentially “de-
centering the phallus” (1988). Pregnancy is viewed as a problem within
a liberal democratic state, she argues, because men cannot get pregnant.
As a result, the unique capacity of the female body is viewed as a liability
rather than as an asset in the workplace. In accordance with this logic,
legislation recognizes pregnancy as special or in need of protection. That
is, it takes into account the difference and provides whatever benefits are
necessary for birth on this basis alone. But, because stigma is often as-
sociated with a difference and has a presumption of weakness, many legal
theorists view protectionism as paternalistic (Eisenstein 1988, 207).

Feminists have called for legislation that recognizes the specificity of
pregnancy and calls for equality, not protectionism. Once the female rather
than the male body becomes the starting point, the standard of neutrality
is altered. As Eisenstein contends, if the female instead of the male takes
into account the pregnant female body, then being pregnant becomes the
norm. It is no longer a condition that deviates from the norm. The as-
sociation between pregnancy and protectionism is broken.

Changing the standard, Eisenstein submits, circumvents the most basic
problem underlying antidiscrimination legislation. The new standard can
account for difference and still be inclusive of both sexes without facing
the Rousseauian problem of forcing people to be free. If a door is con-
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structed to accommodate a pregnant woman, few men will have a problem
fitting through it as well. It does not penalize women and men who
undergo no such change or who need fewer accommodations. Eisenstein
spreads a universal net wider than a negative conception of liberty, which
treats men and women as different and yet not unequal.

By casting this net in terms of gender and not the mind and body,
however, Eisenstein misses an opportunity to cast it even wider. The preg-
nant body is only one type of body that could represent the standard. A
more inclusive standard would be the different mind or body—the mind
or body that society perceives as different from the norm—of the person
who has or is regarded as having a physical or mental impairment. Since
pregnancy and other physical and mental conditions associated with ma-
ternity constitute a departure from the norm (albeit temporarily), this
physical change could be subsumed under the definition of a disability.

Many feminists, however, spurn the notion that pregnancy should be
considered a disability. Some argue that giving birth to a child, which is
an ordinary part of a woman’s life, should not be seen as an illness (Feral
1990, 88). There are others, however, who think women should not forgo
paid sick leave.6

Most of the concerns that feminists had about relying on sick leave for
pregnancy have proved to be realistic. Most notably, the federal courts
have limited the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA; 1978), determining
that it covers only the mother—not the child or the relationship between
them—thereby narrowly delineating what constitutes health concerns re-
lated to pregnancy. Although physicians have documented how breast-
feeding benefits women, for example, by providing bone remineralization
and reducing ovarian and breast cancer rates, breastfeeding has not been
included in this definition, and women are not protected from discrimi-
nation associated with it (Clanton 2001, 703–4; Kasdan 2001, 312–15).

Many employers prefer to associate pregnancy with disability, moreover,
not because they perceive the pregnant woman as “disabled” but because
making pregnancy part of a sick leave policy means that they need not
create a new policy. Establishing a new category for leave, like the parental

6 Some feminists advanced this argument when they lobbied for the passage of the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) of 1978. The PDA was passed in reaction to the
Supreme Court decision General Electric v. Gilbert (1976), which would have denied women
any insurance benefits on the basis of pregnancy because discrimination resulting from this
condition was not considered sex discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. See Gibson 1987, 1147, for an explanation of four overlapping domains with maternity,
parental, and nurturing leave policies that help women, as well as Siegel 1985 for a discussion
of pregnancy and difference with the equal protection and the special protection approach.
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leave established by the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA; 1992), opens
Pandora’s box. While the leave established by this legislation was unpaid,
employers still resisted its enactment. Also, the federal courts’ interpre-
tation of the FMLA has made it difficult to distinguish between preg-
nancy leave and parental leave. Proving discrimination because of pa-
rental leave is problematic since judges began narrowly interpreting the
PDA so that it included only pregnancy-related discrimination (Kidwell
2001, 1287–90, 1296–97).

The larger point is not who should be taking care of whom or who
should receive care, however. It is whether an employer must recognize
that different employees have different needs. If Congress amended the
ADA’s employment provisions so that the definition of disability included
pregnancy, women would be covered even if their employers had no sick
leave policy. More significantly, health concerns about practices like breast-
feeding that reflect the relational aspect between the mother and the child
could also be addressed. Employers would have to take into account their
employees’ individuality, undercutting the notion that a workplace should
be composed of standardized bodies.

Standardized bodies

Standards are part of a system of formal rationality that, Weber (1947)
argues, can be maintained once a set of rules has been developed. Em-
ployers must retain these standards without giving much thought to an
individual’s particular circumstances. It is the employee who complies with
the standard, not the reverse. Put differently, a rationalized workplace
means that employees have had their behavior standardized. Yet a labor-
management relations system based on standardization is antithetical to
a workplace ethic of care that takes into account individual needs. By
definition, fulfilling needs that reflect one’s individuality cannot be made
to fit one or even an array of sizes.

Nonetheless, it was Weber’s notion of a formal rationality that governed
the American workplace from the 1910s onward. In most of these work-
places managers conducted time-motion studies, which recommended that
jobs be broken into discrete duties. These studies divided and coordinated
task activities by fragmenting factory work. According to Weber, scientific
management experts, who developed their technique from Frederick Win-
slow Taylor in the early twentieth century, created routines by studying
how individual employees worked with one another. After identifying the
“one best way” to operate, managers evaluated employees’ output by
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measuring it against the “average” person’s performance (Prechel 2002,
51).

Similarly, white-collar employees are governed by rules and regulations
that give them little discretion or control. In the 1960s and 1970s, time-
motion studies, which had been perfected by Fordist management ex-
perts after World War II, were extended to the service industry. Airline
reservation operators in the United States, for instance, have their work
fragmented into modules: opening, sales, pitch, probe, and close, all
within a two-minute time frame (Garson 1988, 60). Then, in the 1980s
and 1990s, employees continued to lose control over the products they
made, the services they rendered, and even the professional advice they
offered under neo-Fordist management techniques. A broker at Merrill
Lynch, for instance, can advise a client about investments that will yield
enough interest to send the client’s three kids through college without
making any calculations of his own.

Further, information technology now offers managers irresistible op-
portunities for surveillance (Kraft 1999, 18). Computer operators, for
instance, can have their keystrokes per minute counted and the quality of
their data entry monitored as they work, while telephone salespeople have
the number of “closing” statements they make scrutinized and the amount
of time they take to complete a transaction recorded throughout a workday
(Garson 1988).

It was not just surveillance but the managerial rhetoric of the 1980s
that reflected a new emphasis on the ideational control that is identified
with neo-Fordism. William Ouchi’s Theory Z (1981) is a good example.
Ouchi applauded how business organizations could transform managers
and professionals into disciplined and self-disciplining members who iden-
tify with the corporations they work for.

Ideational control centers on a manager’s appealing to an individual
employee’s consciousness or subjectivity. Management experts often refer
to ideational control as a postbureaucratic form of control because it no
longer has an explicit rules orientation (Burris 1999, 44–45). Rather than
reprimanding employees for violating rules, supervisors convince their
employees to internalize management’s goals (Milkman 1994, 679).

Because of their individualizing capacity, computers give managers the
capacity to create what Michel Foucault would call a self-disciplining work-
force. That is, the computer makes each individual employee responsible
for completing specific tasks. The individual controls his or her own output
without being dependent on coworkers. Yet the fact that this individual
controls output does little to diminish a manager’s ability to judge his or
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her work performance. Minute-by-minute time studies gather information
about each individual. This information is correlated, aggregated, and then
used to place the individual in context with the entire workforce (Sako-
losky 1992, 241).

It was Jean-Paul de Gaudemar who initially drew the analogy between
electronic surveillance and Foucault’s panopticon (de Gaudemar 1982).
In utilitarian philosopher Jeremy Bentham’s ideal prison, which Foucault
describes at length, inmates remained under the perpetual gaze of an
unverifiable observer—their wardens—in a panopticon or all-seeing tower.
The tower was a physical source of surveillance. Yet it was the invisibility
of the wardens that made this form of control unique. The prisoners had
no idea when they were being watched. They became self-disciplining
subjects as an illusion of continuous surveillance gave a small number of
prison guards a tremendous amount of control. That is, when the inmates
thought they could not violate the rules without getting caught, they
began disciplining themselves (Foucault 1977).

For Foucault, the panopticon represents an ingenious method of social
control. It is “the perfect exercise of power. . . . It can reduce the number
of those who exercise it, while increasing the number of those on whom
it is exercised” (Foucault 1977, 206). Applying this type of social control
to the high-tech workplace, labor management expert Ron Sakolosky
writes that “the counterpart of the central tower is the video screen”
(Sakolosky 1992, 240). Like the presence of prison wardens, the visibility
of electronic surveillance is so faint that it can, and often does, go un-
noticed. New, unobtrusive electronic forms of surveillance are intertwined
while cultural bonds are created among employees as a means of gaining
their consent (McKinlay and Taylor 1996).

Surveillance’s import stems not just from the actual information gath-
ered but rather from what Foucault calls its self-disciplinary effect. Em-
ployees anticipate the surveillance, and in order to fit in they try to ac-
commodate it. Similarly, workplace surveillance can be both repressive and
productive. It provides a company or an office with information about
employees who fall short of production targets as well as about those who
exceed them. Surveillance becomes productive, for instance, as the com-
pany publicly rewards an “employee of the month,” the week, or the day.
This reward benefits not just this worker but generates evidence for con-
sumers and customers to digest, showing how much a company “cares”
about making continuous workplace improvements (Thompson and Ack-
royd 1995).
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Hierarchies in law

In the United States, the economic rationale for managerial control has
been well sustained in both common and statutory law. Most notably, the
employment-at-will doctrine gives managers prerogative power. This legal
doctrine, which was developed in England during feudalism, provides that
employers have the right to fire employees for “a good reason, a bad
reason, or no reason at all” (Criscione v. Sears Roebuck Co. 1978).7 No
other industrialized nation (including England) uses it today, causing some
legal scholars to argue that it shows how hierarchical the U.S. workplace
is. “Employment at will,” law professor Jay Feinman notes, “is the ultimate
guarantor of the capitalist’s authority over the worker” (1976, 132–34).

To be sure, employers have lost some discretion in the workplace during
the twentieth century. Although the United States has never had a strong
welfare state, there are a few social policies that have been enacted to
humanize capitalism. In addition to the PDA and the FMLA discussed
earlier, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA; 1938) set minimum wages
and maximum hours and imposed limits on child labor. In the latter half
of the twentieth century, the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA;
1970) became law, safeguarding workers from occupational hazards. The
Civil Rights Act (1964) limited the reach of the employment-at-will doc-
trine, prohibiting employers from dismissing workers on account of race
or gender.

None of these laws, however, provides the individual with a power
structure for negotiating with an employer.8 First, the FLSA and the
OSHA are enfeebled by a weak administrative structure that leaves a per-
son who underscores problems in the workplace vulnerable to an em-
ployer’s discretion. For this reason, few suits, if any, are initiated by em-

7 The U.S. courts developed employment-at-will from English master-servant law, which
had been established by the British to deal with yearly hirings of agricultural and domestic
workers. Unlike the U.S. version of the doctrine, the original interpretation of employment-
at-will created an equitable relationship between the employer and the employee (Ballam
1995).

8 Investigating wage and hour violations is difficult for the Wage and Hour Division, in
large part because the victims of these violations can offer little help. Employers violating
the FLSA have few worries about being reported by their employees, who rightfully fear for
their jobs. What would concern employers, by contrast, is routine investigations or spot
checks. Congress, however, has never allocated the extensive resources needed for this type
of investigation. In fact, the number of investigators has fallen steadily since the FLSA passed.
The Wage and Hour Division has long been perceived as so ineffectual that some scholars
suggest that employers who abide by the FLSA do so voluntarily (O’Brien 2001b).
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ployees themselves. What this indicates is that the power differential
between the employer and the employee has not been addressed seriously.
If workers blow the whistle on unsafe work conditions or minimum wage
violations, their employers will discover their identities during the trial
and undoubtedly terminate them. In fact, the FLSA and the OSHA en-
forcement agencies are so weak that administrators concede that workers
have reason to fear employer retaliation.

Second, although the Civil Rights Act has produced more litigants,
this law does not interfere with the nature of the hierarchical relationship
between employers and workers. Instead, civil rights laws eliminate two
particular reasons that an employer otherwise could use as cause for ter-
mination. An employer still retains the prerogative to fire employees as
long as they are not targeted because of their race or gender. What is
more, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) is a
notoriously weak agency since it relies on the federal courts for enforce-
ment. Overall, while women have gained entrance into the workplace,
they have not fully succeeded in “feminizing” the employment context
or changing the culture to reflect women’s issues. Issues unique to women,
like childbirth, or issues that have more often fallen to women, like child
care and elder care, are rarely reflected in the workplace’s overall atmo-
sphere. Asking for an extended lunch hour to solve a child-care problem
might be considered more of an infraction than leaving early for a baseball
game.

The one statute that does provide employees with bargaining power is
the National Labor Relations Act, which was enacted in 1935 to provide
workers with the ability to fight for better work conditions with collective
bargaining. Unionization, however, is based on the majority-rule principle
and has not fostered difference in the workplace.9 Nor, as Iris Marion
Young describes, do unions concentrate on the “work process itself”
(Young 2000, 171). In fact, the U.S. labor movement has a long history
of ignoring, or providing inadequate representation to, the nonwhite mi-
nority and women (Milkman 1994, 385; Goldfield 1997). This ignoble

9 The problem with unionization is the majority-rule culture it creates. Not only do labor
laws insist that unions represent all members equally, but a culture that fosters majority rule
dominates most unions. Unions could change this culture, however. As Michael Harper and
Ira Lupu have suggested, organized labor could rely on a constitutional configuration rather
than a majority-rule framework to determine which policies to pursue. This leads me to
question not whether unions have the capacity to represent people with disabilities seeking
accommodations but to wonder why they would be compelled to do so (Harper and Lupu
1985; Piore 1995; McUsic and Selmi 1997, 1371–72).
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history, however, is just that—a history—and it may change as the labor
movement itself is transformed.

What is in a definition?

To broaden the ADA’s employment provisions to cover pregnancy and
other temporary disabilities or to redefine disability as animality would
undermine the rules and regulations that govern the rationalized work-
place. Creating a workplace standard based on difference or a “nonstan-
dard standard” that recognizes that illness and wellness are fluid categories
could reverse some of the Fordist and neo-Fordist trends in management,
particularly when it is not leave that disabled people seek but accom-
modations. These provisions recognize that every body is unique, that
each disease takes its own course or journey, and that every condition,
whether permanent or temporary, has a different trajectory. The body is
by nature as individual as each person’s fingerprints or DNA.

To extend the ADA to potentially everyone, the term animality should
be substituted for the term disability. This term underscores our corporeal
nature. It is not the perfect, idealized, reified body that should receive
accommodations at the workplace but rather the aging body, the aching
body, the sick body, the ill mind, and the pregnant body. Ironically, it is
the “vulnerable” minds and bodies, rather than the perfect ones, that
better characterize most employees.

This alternative conception of the mind and body or animality embraces
both the vulnerability and agency of human embodiment (Twine 2001,
31). As feminist theorists Diana Fuss (1989) and Noel Sturgeon (1997)
argue, temporality makes the body nonessentialist. The essence of the
mind and body, in other words, is fixed in time.

Disability has long been seen as a sociopolitical rather than a medical
construct because it is about difference. Instead of relying on a medical
definition of physical or mental impairment, the ADA itself contains a
nonessentialist or functionalist definition of disability. It defines people
not by the nature of their illness or injury but rather by what they cannot
do (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 2001). They have a
disability if their impairment substantially limits their ability to see, walk,
breathe, produce children, or fulfill any other major life activity. The ADA
covers those who have a history of impairment, such as someone who has
had cancer, despite the fact that he or she no longer has the disease. Also,
people have a disability if they are “regarded as” having one (Burgdorf
1991, 445–51). Hence, a woman expecting a child, pumping breast milk
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in the workplace, seeking infertility treatment, undergoing treatment for
breast cancer, or experiencing an illness like arthritis that often occurs in
a later stage of life could be seen as substantially limited in a daily life
activity and therefore covered by the ADA.10

Given this far-reaching definition of what constitutes a disability, few
people go through life escaping one. More than fifty-two million Amer-
icans (one in six) currently have physical or mental impairments (U.S.
Census Bureau 1997). Relatively few of these impairments are congenital,
and few happened during birth or childhood. Rather, most people have
disabilities as a result of an illness or injury sustained during adolescence
or adulthood (National Council on Disability 1996).

The ADA’s definition of disability is so extensive because the disability
rights community has always emphasized inclusiveness. Unlike many other
rights movements, the disability rights movement is held together by a
sociopolitical vision. It is not a movement based on identity politics
(McGuire 1994, 119). “We are all bound together, not by the list of our
collective symptoms,” Simi Linton, a disability rights expert, observes,
“but by the social political circumstances that have forged us as a group”
(1998, 4).

Some work in disability studies has also addressed an ethic of care.
Alasdair MacIntyre (1999), a philosopher, suggests that studying depen-
dency from the perspective of the disabled helps everyone understand
dependency, which is essential if people are to know who they are.11 Susan
Wendell, a feminist and disability rights theorist, also adopts this morality,
but she suggests that it suffers from being construed primarily from the
perspective of the caregivers (1996, 35–56). The philosopher Anita Silvers
argues that an ethic of care can be pernicious (1995, 40–41). Similarly,
the theorist Jenny Morris suggests that “when someone depends on some-
one else to do physical things for them, the more personal the task, the
greater the potential for abuse” (2001, 13). After all, people with disa-
bilities have been harmed by the able-bodied community’s insistence on
determining their “needs.”

Viewing feminist ethics from the perspective of the disabled, however,
has the potential to do more than rectify this imbalance between the
caregiver and the care receiver. First, reconceptualizing an ethic of care
from the perspective of different minds and bodies, rather than just from

10 The current interpretation of the ADA does not permit temporary conditions like
pregnancy to be considered a disability.

11 For an interesting take on disability from a theoretical view that examines autonomy
issues, though not from an ethic of care perspective, see Ball 2000.
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the perspective of being women, avoids any traces of being essentialist.
Second, an ethic of care based on different minds and bodies is “univer-
salizing” (Fineman 1995). No matter how much theories and moral
frameworks focus on human rationality and emotions, the needs of the
mind and body cannot be ignored (MacIntyre 1999). Finally, a morality
based on physical and mental difference would underscore how human
beings are perpetually socially constructed. People’s needs change as they
travel through different stages of life. Through no other means could an
ethic of care be better insinuated than in the American workplace.

Each according to her needs

By requiring employers to become caregivers, the ADA could turn the
morality underlying the workplace into an ethic of care. It could alter the
context of the entire workplace. Rather than creating a rationalized work-
place that is staffed by standardized bodies, the individual peculiarities of
all people could be addressed.

Introducing a dynamic concept of need into the workplace, the ADA’s
employment provisions cover virtually every workplace, since any office,
shop, or factory with more than fifteen people must follow them (Amer-
icans with Disabilities Act 1990b). These provisions provide that an em-
ployee or prospective employee cannot be discriminated against because
he or she has a physical or mental impairment. Because accommodations
are typically needed to make a workplace accessible, this right is not a
negative one. An employer must provide some thing—an accommoda-
tion—that transforms this right into a positive or substantive civil right.
Employers must accommodate employees on the basis of their individual
needs.

Accommodations take many forms. They can be goods or products,
like a special computer keyboard for someone with carpal tunnel syndrome
or a scanner that reads text for an employee with vision problems. They
can also be specially modified work conditions. A worker who suffered a
head trauma may need a day shift because he cannot drive and the bus
system does not run at night. Since the human body itself is variable,
accommodations can vary and take different forms as someone’s needs
change over time.

What makes the ADA not about disability per se but about needs stems
from the fact that the ADA insists on matching a person’s condition with
his or her accommodations. The law does not use classifications or cat-
egories like other civil rights legislation does. Instead, the ADA’s em-
ployment provisions are based on an “individualized assessment” of each
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person’s situation in the particular workplace context (Albertsons v. Kirk-
ingburg 1999; Karen Sutton and Kimberly Hinton v. United Air Lines
1999; Vaughn L. Murphy v. United Parcel Service 1999).

An employee does not have a disability under law, for instance, because
he or she has been diagnosed with a disease like cancer or a physical
condition like cerebral palsy. Nor do all people with similar disabilities
receive the same accommodations. Employees who use wheelchairs do
not necessarily receive desks adjusted to the height of their chairs. One
employee, for instance, might not use a desk at all. Every “body” is unique.

An interactive workplace

Although a physical or mental impairment is individual, organic, and so-
cially constructed, accommodations made for one person can benefit oth-
ers. Recognizing the physical or mental individuality of a person does not
mean that the solution that makes a place accessible—the accommoda-
tion—must be constructed for each individual. The wheelchair need not
be reinvented. While the ADA rests on the idea of an employer and an
employee understanding the employee’s needs after an individualized as-
sessment, nothing prevents the accommodations devised from helping the
entire workforce.

Given the ADA’s capacity to transform the workplace, the authors who
drafted this legislation realized that they must delineate carefully who
should have the power to determine someone’s condition and his or her
needs. On the one hand, if this power rests solely in the hands of employers
or prospective employers, they might figure that few people with physical
or mental impairments could be fitted with accommodations because of
the cost. On the other hand, if the ADA offered employees a unilateral
means of gaining reasonable accommodations, some employees might
inflate their needs. Most important, employers, not employees, have a
better understanding of what is available. An employee might not un-
derstand what accommodations could be made and ask for too little help
in the workplace (Taylor v. Phoenixville School District 1999).

To circumvent the problems associated with giving either side unilateral
power, the ADA’s employment provisions establish the “interactive pro-
cess” (U.S. Senate 1989, 35; U.S. House of Representatives 1990, 66;
Robert Barnett v. U.S. Air, Inc. 2000). That is, both employers and em-
ployees must consult with each other about what reasonable accommo-
dations are necessary. Ultimately, the two parties negotiate about what
accommodations an employer can provide for the employee without im-
posing any “undue hardship” on the firm or company.
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The term undue hardship does not mean that an accommodation is
expensive, however. The authors of the ADA were very careful to explain
that undue hardship means that the accommodation would put a company
or business into financial peril (Franklin v. Consolidated Edison 1999).
This means that large corporations, which employ 41 percent of the private
workforce, in combination with all public employers, would have great
difficulty proving that an accommodation caused them undue hardship
(Americans with Disabilities Act 1990a).

Another term that guides the interactive process is essential functions
(Equal Employment Opportunities Commission 2001). Not all tasks that
an employee performs, the ADA specifies, are essential. Some are nones-
sential. A professor must teach, but does this mean that he or she must
write on a blackboard? This same professor must attend committee meet-
ings, but should he or she take notes at the meeting like everyone else?
Together, the employee and the employer delineate what are a job’s es-
sential and nonessential duties. It is the nonessential ones that can be
modified or even excluded, whereas the essential ones cannot.

Yet how can employers and employees separate the wheat from the
chaff in terms of essential duties? Employers must share information about
the entire production process or the logic of an office. People requesting
reasonable accommodations have the chance to scrutinize all workplace
practices to help determine what is essential and what is not. For instance,
when a lawyer with diabetes asked if she could arrive one hour later than
her colleagues to ensure that she had the requisite sleep for her to manage
her disease, both she and her firm analyzed how the hours of operation
affected the entire practice. Was her presence at a set hour in the morning
an essential or a nonessential duty? The firm was concerned that other
lawyers would ask for more flexible hours.

Requests for reasonable accommodation give disabled people the au-
thority to evaluate and assess the logic underlying work conditions. The
ADA’s employment provisions could therefore allow the different mind
and body, rather than the pregnant body Eisenstein describes, to constitute
the norm or represent the standard. Thus the ADA would be making
employers address the human needs of all employees, not just those with
disabilities. The employment provisions would require employers to treat
their employees as individuals or beings, not as units of production nec-
essary for maintaining and increasing profits. Put differently, a standard
that juxtaposes difference and similarity actually means that there is no
standard. What will be called a standard of difference could compel em-
ployers to change the terms of one of the fundamental issues about need
to terms that are counter to the whole conception of capitalism.
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What a difference a disability can make

Creating a standard of difference, however, does not obviate tools for
assessment. Rather, the point of a “standard of difference” centers on
having practical situations in which a person with a disability can test a
work condition or rule. A standard of difference, in other words, would
be discursive. It would compel employers to address their workers’ physical
and mental needs on a case-by-case basis, causing employers to lose their
monopoly power over setting workplace rules and regulations.

Oddly enough, people with disabilities are well equipped to scrutinize
workplace rules. Disabled people often use alternative means of perform-
ing a job. Alternative means, being just that—alternative—call into ques-
tion how something is done. By overcoming obstacles in the workplace,
disabled people learn about the obstacles themselves. The typewriter was
invented so that blind people could do clerical work. The phonograph
was created for people with visual problems (Taub 1999). But long before
Thomas Edison invented it, people with these problems had others read
to them. The insight about how to solve the particular problems that
people with disabilities face arises not from their identity but from their
experience. Limited by a wide range of physical and mental conditions,
people with permanent or temporary impairments make their accom-
modations requests and perform their respective jobs differently than their
able-bodied colleagues, giving them insight into how to complete a task
the “normal” way and a different way.12

While one person could question what constitutes the essential func-
tions of one position, a collective of workers making reasonable accom-
modations requests would change the environment of an entire workplace.
A whole collective of experiences provided by people with all different
types of temporary and permanent as well as traditional and nontraditional
disabilities could create a standard of difference that would question em-
ployer or managerial prerogatives. The ADA employment provisions
therefore give disabled workers the capacity to question management’s
monopoly of power that leads to decisions about work conditions that
are not necessarily productive for the economy or society.

The ADA’s approach to disability rights, with its emphasis on reason-
able accommodations, circumvents the problems associated with both
individual rights and collective bargaining and could undermine the man-
agerial prerogative power underlying American capitalism. Disability rights

12 “People with disabilities are very resourceful, and they figure out ways to do things,”
maintains Paul Longmore, a historian and a disability cultural studies expert at San Francisco
State University (quoted in Monaghan 1998, A16).
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create an entirely different situation than civil rights do. Unlike rights for
women or minorities, disability rights potentially provide workers with
disabilities more control over the workplace. The interactive process gives
them the capacity to change the discriminatory environment and, by ex-
tension, the overall context of the workplace.

Disability rights are distinguished from individual civil rights because
they are idiosyncratic and reciprocal. As explained earlier, the disability
rights movement depends on nonessentializing categories, as some mem-
bers of the civil rights movement do. Reasonable accommodations cannot
be awarded because people fit into specific categories. No standards can
be imposed, since physical and mental impairments are as varied as the
human mind and body. Reasonable accommodations therefore must be
negotiated between an employer and an employee on an ongoing basis.
And while these accommodations cannot be predetermined, one set of
accommodations can establish a precedent for another.

The precedent-setting capacity of disability rights is where the col-
lective rights aspect of reasonable accommodations emerges. Under a
traditional collective bargaining agreement, an individual’s interest
might be sacrificed to further the collective interest of the membership.
With the interactive process, by contrast, an individual’s request for an
accommodation can set a precedent that would help the collective’s
interest. Negotiations about reasonable accommodations can set pat-
terns. These negotiations for a person with a disability, in other words,
would set precedents from which the courts might view an employer’s
future behavior.

Being freed from an essentialist category also means that there is room
for solidarity between those with and without disabilities. A union could
represent a worker with a disability, whereas it would face accusations of
separatism or reverse racism if it only represented women or minorities.
With the interactive process, a union representative could be a great help
to an employee with a disability because it is this employee, not the em-
ployer, who has a right to privacy. While the incentive for the employee
is clear (strength in numbers, more information about what accommo-
dations exist, etc.), the incentive for the union derives from the precedent-
setting capacity of the interactive process.

Organized labor might well profit from adopting an expansive defi-
nition of disability. Unions could use the ADA employment provisions to
help expand the health benefits of their members. Organized labor would
be accepting the ethics of care by helping to provide a workplace that
responds to individual needs.
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Resistance to relational justice

When the ADA first became law in 1990, neither the business community
nor the disability rights community realized its potential. The federal
courts, however, recognized it immediately. As a result, the courts dra-
matically decreased the number of people who would be eligible for pro-
tection under the law (Colker 1999). Most important, the Supreme Court
perceived the ADA as an attack on managerial prerogative, going so far
with its ruling that an employer can refuse to hire someone with limiting,
but not substantially limiting, disabilities.13 Instead of providing antidis-
crimination protection, the Supreme Court and most lower federal courts
have turned the employment provisions on their head, giving employers
cause for letting someone go.

There is no doubt that the federal courts would spurn the expansive
definition of disability advanced in this article. This is legal theory. It
recognizes “law as ideology” as Fineman (1995) does. Understanding al-
ternative conceptions of law, as she explains, discloses the repressive nature
of existing ideological discourses. Recognizing law as ideology shows the
possibilities for change.

An expansive conception of disability could therefore provide a legis-
lative opening for both disability rights activists and feminists. If the ADA
is amended by Congress in response to how the Supreme Court has
subverted the legislation’s antidiscriminatory intent, the disability rights
movement will have another chance to define the parameters of what
constitutes a disability. Given the disability rights movement’s long history
of supporting a socially constructed definition of disability rather than a
medical one, feminists and disability rights experts could well work to
include temporary disabilities, like pregnancy, in the definition.

Further, if the definition includes pregnancy, other maternal issues, like
private or semiprivate stations for nursing mothers who pump breast milk
during their work hours, might be included by extension. Negotiations
between female employees and their employers about these issues offer
women the opportunity to feminize the workplace. Unlike civil rights
laws, which compel an employer not to fire a woman for taking maternity
leave, disability rights law gives women the chance to negotiate with their
employers about maternity-related issues.

Instead of undermining or making light of people with disabilities,
extending the breadth of the definition of a disability creates an oppor-

13 Albertsons v. Kirkingburg 1999; Karen Sutton and Kimberly Hinton v. United Air
Lines, Inc. 1999; Vaughn L. Murphy v. United Parcel Service 1999; Francis and Silvers 2000,
xxiii–xxiv.
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tunity for disability rights activists to open a discussion about the universal
nature of disability. If the stigma associated with these variations is re-
moved, people with and without disabilities might be able to recognize
disability rights for what they are: a means of making employers address
their individual needs in the present and the future. A broad definition
of disability could give those with and without disabilities more control
over their lives at work and help extend an ethic of care to the workplace.

Graduate Center
City University of New York
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